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The convergence of telecommunications,

information and multimedia has altered beyond

recognition the way we work and play and has

affected our lives in a profound way. Cyprus'

accession to the European Union is now a reality,

and it constitutes not only an important milestone

in the political history of Cyprus, but in the

telecommunications sector as well.

Cyprus Telecommunications Authority,

otherwise known as CYTA, whose name has been

linked with the provision of high-quality

telecommunication services in Cyprus, is no longer

the sole telecommunications provider in Cyprus.

CYTA listened to the signals of our times and

responded early enough, setting course on a

journey of adaptation to the new liberal

environment, transforming its structure,

management and customer support systems to

suit the new conditions. A fundamental

characteristic of this effort was the re-engineering

of CYTA's processes, transforming its structure

from functional-based to process-based. Intense

and systematic efforts have been made for CYTA to

transform itself into a learning organization and

develop competencies in flexibility and in

managing change.

CYTA's prompt and determined response

contributed to the effective 

adaptation and prepared the way not only to

meet the new challenges, but also to realize one of

its main targets to become the electronic

communications bridge between East and West

and to maintain its reputation as a reliable and

advanced telecommunications global provider.

Cyprus' accession to the European Union has

created a new dimension to this target, as the

island dwells on the prospect of becoming an

international Business and Services Center,

exploiting the advantages accrued from its

strategic geographic position.

CYTA aims at maintaining and further

improving the already high quality of its products,

services and customer service, at competitive

prices. Its mission is to continuously improve the

entrepreneurial capability and quality of life of its

customers, by providing competitive electronic

communication services. Particular emphasis is

placed at keeping the operational cost low, even

though CYTA's tariffs are already very low

compared to those of EU Members and other

countries.

At the same time, CYTA is opening its wings

to conquer new markets by establishing strong

points of presence in other European countries.

This expansion strategy is crucial in order to

compensate for inevitable losses in the local

market share. To this end, Digimed

Communications Ltd, a wholly-owned CYTA

subsidiary, is in the process of forming strategic

alliances with partners abroad. Moreover, Digimed

Communications Ltd has already proceeded to

establish a number of subsidiaries of its own, and
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in particular CYTA UK Ltd in the UK and CYTA

Hellas SA in Greece, with the aim of creating the

required conditions and functions to expand

CYTA's operations in countries with significant

Cypriot communities.

In order to facilitate and enhance this

expansion strategy abroad, CYTA has developed in

association with CYTA UK and CYTA HELLAS, a

state-of-the-art MPLS platform with nodes in

Nicosia, Athens and London and with international

connections beyond. The platform allows for the

provision of end-to-end global solutions for voice,

data and video and is promoted under the brand

name CytaWorld.Net.

The telecommunication capabilities created by

the ownership of this New Generation platform

constitute a sound base that allows CYTA to play a

key role in global telecommunications. Thus, it has

recently intensified its efforts to realize its

expansion strategy, through CYTA UK's decision to

enter the UK retail telecommunications market,

based on Carrier Pre Selection services, available

in the UK.

To this respect in order to facilitate operations

in the UK, CYTA UK has  signed a co-operation

agreement with a major telecommunications

operator established in the UK. This enables CYTA

UK to offer friendly total solutions, tailored initially

to the communication needs of the Greek speaking

Community. At the initial stages, voice

communication and internet access are integrated

in generating customised residential packages

designed with manageability in mind to

accommodate the changing needs of our

customers. To this end, telephony packages for calls

within the UK and to all international destinations

have been designed with the objective to maintain,

and extend CYTA's hallmark of high quality beyond

Cyprus' borders. This approach is further

reinforced  by  the  competitive advantages

imparted on operations, enabling CYTA UK  to offer

rates for international calls to Cyprus at the same

level as  local calls in the UK and depending on the

package, this  can be as  cheap as free!

These extremely competitive packages from

CYTA UK were commercially launched on the  1st

November  2005, under the brand name cyta.talk,

setting a landmark for the development of a

lasting relationship, between CYTA UK and its

customers in the UK. During 2006 CYTA UK is

planning to enhance its offering by including

telephony business packages as well as broadband

services.

For more information visit:

CytaGlobal website at www.cytaglobal.com

CYTA UK  website at www.cytauk.com

CYTA Hellas website at www.cytahellas.com
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